Experience
Guidelines
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Our Experience
Guidelines
These guidelines are designed to empower you to represent
the Boomerang brand and your brand in the best way possible:

The Do’s
• When creating your event title and description be as accurate and clear as possible.
Our members like to know exactly what they’re in for – no surprises!

• Prepare in advance:
– Create a workshop plan for you to reference and follow
– Practice in front of your family or friends (on Zoom)
– Consider investing in technology to improve the quality of your
experience (Ex. External webcam, wireless headphones, document camera)
– For premium experiences, create a handout people can review before, during,
and/or after the experience
– Organize your materials well in advance
– Communicate technical needs to Boomerang (Ex. Screen share support, Zoom questions)
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Our Experience
Guidelines
The Do’s
•

Be logged on and ready to welcome guests 10 minutes before the workshop start time. Our
members often say this is their favourite part – meeting the host and connecting with other
members beforehand.

•

Welcome members with enthusiasm and excitement.

•

Be clear and concise in your instructions.
Ensure everyone understands the plan for the workshop at the beginning.

•

Send a copy of your presentation to the Boomerang Ops team before
your experience for back up support.

•

Be aware of the differing skill levels and make sure to spend the right
amount of time helping each member.

•

Have Fun! Remember this is about social connections too. Allow people to chat.
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Our Experience
Guidelines
We want to see you succeed! Below are some things we advise you avoid
doing out of respect to yourself, our members, and the Boomerang brand.

The Dont’s
• Do not schedule an experience unless you’re certain you can host it. We recognize
emergencies may arise. It’s important to note that our team spends a lot of time creating
events and promoting them. Our members also set aside their time to attend your
experiences. Please respect this.

• Do not provide your own feedback survey. We send out a feedback survey post workshop.
We will be sharing the feedback with you on a weekly basis.

• Do not ignore members questions or make them feel uncomfortable for raising a question.
• Do not show up late to your workshop.
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Our Experience
Guidelines
The Dont’s
• Cancel your workshop last minute. You must give Boomerang at least 24 hours
notice before cancelling. Sickness and emergencies are an exception.

• Forget or not prepare enough materials.
• Use profanity, hurtful remarks, or discriminatory language.
• Lose your composure or verbally attack someone.
• Put anyone, including yourself, in danger when running the experience.
If it feels unsafe, do not risk it.

• Display favouritism (Ex. Speaking only to a select person/group in the class).
Everyone should feel welcome.
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Community
Guidelines
Our goal is to create welcoming spaces for people to learn and share skills while
connecting with others in their community. It’s important that all Boomerang
experiences be fun, informative and engaging for all members. We have created the
below guidelines to assist in shaping our virtual experiences as such. We ask that both
hosts and members always follow these guidelines.
Please remind members that these guidelines exist at the beginning of every
workshop. *Note this is not a comprehensive list. Our hosts reserve the right to
remove any comments, or anyone they deem to be inappropriate.
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Community
Guidelines
1.

Be kind and courteous to one another. Everyone should feel welcomed and
safe in our online discussions. Bullying of any kind isn’t allowed, and degrading comments about
things like race, religion, culture, sexual orientation, gender,
or identity will not be tolerated.

2.

Respect: Given the nature of group video chats, we all need to be cognizant
of background noise and talking over each other. Please ensure you mute your microphone when
you’re not speaking, allow people to ﬁnish what they’re
saying and try to ﬁnd a quiet space before joining.

3.

Privacy: Don’t reveal someone in the group’s personal information
(Email, full name, personal information).

4.

Content: Images or links that could be considered borderline inappropriate
are not acceptable. A good rule of thumb is that anything beyond PG-13 will
be removed, but we reserve the right to remove any comment we deem offensive. This goes for
pornographic material and vile language
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Community
Guidelines
6.

Misinformation: We are not a platform for spreading conspiracy theories and
misinformation and will remove comments promoting obvious falsehoods.

7.

Feedback: If you do not like what someone has said, or you’re unmoved by the
workshop/discussion (we hope not!) refrain from expressing this until after
the workshop has ﬁnished. You can let us know how your experience was
here: Customer Feedback Survey.

8.

Spam: Messages deemed to be spam or trolling will also be removed.
Members who violate these guidelines may be banned without warning.
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Community
Guidelines
Experience Introduction
At the beginning of each experience we ask hosts to communicate the below message to
ensure all members understand the expectations around engagement within our community:
Welcome everyone to your Boomerang Workshop. “Just a friendly reminder that at
Boomerang, the goal is to create welcoming spaces that are fun, informative and
engaging for ALL members. This means being kind, courteous and respectful to
everyone in this group, at all times.
Boomerang has created some great Community Guidelines, that are helpful to
understanding what this entails. If you are ever curious to review these guidelines
you can view these at the bottom of each workshop on the Boomerang website.”
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Writing your Experience
Description
Your event description should include some history on the topic, key takeaways,
experience level, and the resources that will be provided with the workshop. For example:

Barista Training
Ever wonder what it’s like to be a Barista? Curious how
to make perfect latte foam? Now here is your chance to
gain deeper knowledge into learning the techniques in
crafting coffee.
This workshop will cover:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Espresso machine operations and etiquette
The differences between espresso-based drinks
Pulling espresso shot methods
Different terminology for drinks
Alternative milks and the perks of each one
Steaming and perfecting foam on different drinks
Latte Art

Join this 1-hour online workshop to learn how
to recreate these delicious drinks at home.
Please note: Even if you can't attend live,
everyone that purchases a ticket will receive:

• Recording of the workshop
• Handout with important info
• Q&A time with the Host
Experience Level
All levels
Tools & Materials
• Pen & paper for notes, if you would like
This workshop will be recorded.
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Writing your Host
Biography
Try to be as clear and concise as possible when writing your host bio. Touch on your personal story,
experience, credentials, and passion for your topic of teaching or discussion. For example:

About our host
Claudia is a radiation therapist (uses radiation
to treat cancer patients) by day, a mom to an
active and adorable 2-year-old son, and a
calligrapher by night.
Calligraphy means beautiful writing, but for
Claudia it holds more meaning than that. It is
a means for her to share stories and connect
with others, whether it is a quote to inspire other
people, or wedding vows to bring two people
together, which is the main reason
why she loves calligraphy.

Claudia understands that pointed pen
calligraphy can be tricky to master, but she
strives to teach it in a way that makes it easy for
her students to understand, so that they can get
a chance to discover and enjoy the therapeutic
beneﬁts of calligraphy and fall in love with this
beautiful art form.
See more of Claudia’s work at
https://www.instagram.com/kokoronomelody/
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Zoom
Configuration
Most experiences on Boomerang are offered on the Zoom video conference platform.
We recommend that you familiarize yourself with Zoom well in advance of your experience.

Create your own Zoom Pro account
➔

In order to host with Boomerang, you must
make the investment to get set-up with a
Zoom Pro account (~$20 per month) which
allows you to take full ownership over planning
and running your experiences with Boomerang.
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Zoom
Configuration
Most experiences on Boomerang are offered on the Zoom video conference platform.
We recommend that you familiarize yourself with Zoom well in advance of your experience.

Update your Zoom Settings
(visit www.Zoom.us to sign-in to your account)
➔

Enable “Video on” for host and participants

➔

Ensure waiting room is disabled
(you do not want a waiting room for participants)

➔

We suggest that you enable “Mute Participants
upon entry” and unmute them during times where
you wish to have discussions. This prevents
interruptions from late comers.
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Zoom
Configuration
Most experiences on Boomerang are offered on the Zoom video conference platform.
We recommend that you familiarize yourself with Zoom well in advance of your experience.

Within the Zoom Meeting
(once you open the Zoom meeting)
➔

Rename Yourself (“Your Name – Boomerang”)
to clearly identify you’re the host

➔

Spotlight yourself

➔

Mute All

➔

Participants cannot unmute themselves
(Click on >Participants >More
>Remove the checkmark beside
"Allow participants to unmute themselves)
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Customer
Feedback
We understand that feedback is important for our hosts and for continuous improvement. You will
be receiving your participant’s feedback by email from us once a week.

Customer Feedback
➔

Ask participants to save any and all feedback for
the feedback survey or to directly contact us at
contact@goboomerang.com. Please ensure there
is no feedback in the chat while the experience is
happening (unless it’s an intentional activity) to
avoid interruptions and distractions. The Member
feedback survey will be sent out to all that
registered within 24 hours of the workshop.
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Conflict
Management
Below are the steps to take when potential disturbances or conﬂicts arise in an experience.

Level 1
Minor Interactions

Action

➔

Unmuted mics

➔

Questions outside of

section and selecting “Mute” from the drop down menu

designated Q&A period

beside a person’s name or “Mute All” for the entire group.

1.

Mute the individual by navigating into the participants

You can also disable all members from unmuting
➔

Excessive background

themselves by unchecking the “Allow Participants

noise during discussions

to Unmute” feature in the meeting settings.
2.

Remind people to ﬁnd a quiet space and mute
themselves when they’re not speaking.

3.

Remind folks about the designated question periods.
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Conflict
Management
Below are the steps to take when potential disturbances or conﬂicts arise in an experience.

Level 2
Intermediate
Interruptions
➔

1.

Pause the discussion and acknowledge the need to

Member’s intentionally

respect who is speaking according to Boomerang’s

interrupting or speaking

Community Guidelines.

over you or each other
➔

Action

2.

Remind people to wait until after the workshop to

Live feedback verbally

provide feedback via our Customer Feedback survey

or in the chat room

shared in the follow-up email. It’s distracting for
everyone otherwise.
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Conflict
Management
Below are the steps to take when potential disturbances or conﬂicts arise in an experience.

Level 3
Serious Incidents
➔

Member expresses inappropriate

Action
1.

Acknowledge to the group that this is not acceptable

discriminatory, sexual, or political

behaviour or commentary, and it is a violation of

remarks that could be offensive to

Boomerang’s Community Guidelines.

any group of people.
➔

2.

Mute and hide the video of the member/s in question.

3.

Remove the member/s from the meeting by hovering

Member uses or displays
inappropriate or explicit

over their names in the “Participants” section and

images, clothing, or language.
➔

clicking “Remove Participant”.

Member loses their composure and
verbally attacks you or
other members.

4.

Notify your assigned Coordinator of the incident
immediately. Be prepared to provide member names
and your recount of the situation.
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Pricing Strategies
The experience price is left to the discretion of the host. Our Community Coordinator’s are
here to help with advice on pricing based on the market and historical information we have. Below
are some questions you should ask yourself when thinking about pricing your experience.

Personal
Preference
➔

At what price range

➔

What is the average price

➔

What price are other

of your type of experience

similar experiences in your

your experience on

currently listed at in the market?

category being offered

You may have experience

at on Boomerang?

➔

Do you have premium

teaching your skills in person

and discount pricing

(Amazing!). We like to remind

considerations?

hosts that you should review
the market pricing for virtual

➔

Similar Experiences
on Platform

do you currently offer

other platforms?
➔

Market
Pricing

Time, effort, and materials

➔

This is usually a great place
to start and understand our
members price appetite.

sessions in your discipline before

are often factors in your

recommending the same price as

pricing decision.

your in-person sessions.
➔

Does the price ﬂuctuate
based on the season?
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Marketing &
Promotions
Sharing your boomerang host proﬁle with
your network can help build a following and
gain momentum. Share your proﬁle with your
family, friends, community and other external
networks using the below tools & tips.

Tips for Promoting your Self
➔
➔

Share your public boomerang proﬁle link on all

section is complete and up to date

your social media channels (Ex. Facebook,

with your skills and experiences.

Instagram, Twitter)
➔
➔

Ensure that your social handles are included on
your proﬁle and that they are correct and up to
date.

Ensure that your ‘About the Host’

Your upcoming experiences are
included in your host profile page.
Refer to the next page for how to
market your experiences
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Marketing &
Promotions
It’s important that you set goals for each
experience. See some examples below:
➔

Get 10 people to sign-up by “X” date

➔

Get 5 to return to my next class

➔

Get a 9/10 star rating on my experience

Tips for Promoting your Experience
➔

➔

Canva is a great beginner design
website for creating social posts

Host a free experience each month to build your following

and email templates

and talk about your upcoming premium experiences
➔
➔

➔

Create posts explaining your

Share your boomerang event link on all your social

upcoming experience on your

media channels (Ex. Facebook, Instagram, Twitter)

website, blog, and any other digital
platforms you currently use

Consider using websites like Unsplash for rights
free photos to use in your posts

➔

Email friends and family to notify
them of the experience
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